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Jeff Gordon Endorses PurigeN98TM—
Safety and Environmental Friendliness Touted
NASCAR superstar Jeff Gordon won't compromise passenger car safety for performance, that is why he
supports PurigeN98TM, a high purity nitrogen tire inflation gas that stabilizes tire pressure and reduces its
pressure loss.
“I have used high purity nitrogen in my race car tires for years and while winning is great, nothing is more
important to me than the safety of my family,” Gordon said. “PurigeN98TM gives me that extra peace of
mind, that’s why I am putting PurigeN98TM in my personal vehicles.”
Gordon uses PurigeN98TM in his cars, and now this superior product is also available to consumers.
Although performance and safety are important to all motorists, increasingly so is the impact of
automobiles on the environment.
According to the US Department of Energy, Americans waste 10 million gallons of fuel every day
because of driving on under-inflated tires. Annually, this equals 3.6 billion gallons of fuel wasted and 77
billion pounds of greenhouse gases needlessly dispersed. The use of PurigeN98 will significantly reduce
this impact.
“Our country needs to be made aware of the significant benefits that PurigeN98TM offers to all motorists,
and we are extremely excited that Mr. Gordon has joined our effort,” said Robin Pearl, president of
PurigeN98TM.
PurigeN98TM is available at better car dealers, tire stores and auto service facilities nationwide. Only
PuirgeN98TM dealers are authorized to use the trademarked blue caps to show that tires have been
inflated with PurigeN98. Mr. Gordon and PurigeN98TM are committed to help America’s driving public
reduce fuel consumption, save energy, increase safety and help reduce greenhouse gas emission.

About PurigeN98TM:
N2Revolution, Inc, based in Sunrise, Florida., develops and manufactures leading-edge automotive
solutions, its flagship product being PurigeN98™. N2Revolution recently received the Emerald Award
from Broward County in the Innovative Procedures/Process Improvement category and has been
featured on MSNBC and in a number of broadcast and print media nationwide. Led by a team of
distinguished veterans from the automotive, environmental, financial, engineering and scientific
industries, the company is committed to developing high-quality, affordable and environmentally friendly
innovations that enhance the quality of life of today’s sophisticated consumer. For more information
about N2Revolution and its energy-saving solutions, call 954-838-7545, e-mail info@n2revolution.com or
visit www.purigen98.com.
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